WORDS FROM OUR SCHOLARS

Shermaine Lin
A.P. Moller Singapore–MaritimeONE Scholarship
Bachelor of Science in Maritime Studies, NTU, Class of 2005

Shermaine's interest in the shipping and maritime industry started during her 'A' levels. She is
especially intrigued by the vibrant maritime industry's around-the-clock business. This could be
attributed to her six-month stint in her uncle's freight-forwarding company. She has been selected to
receive this award because of her excellent results at university so far – a consequence of her
persevering attitude. She aspires to work in and eventually land a management position within the
maritime industry.
About A.P. Moller Singapore Pte Ltd

Leon See Toh
PCL–MaritimeONE Scholarship
Bachelor of Science in Maritime Studies, NTU, Class of 2008
"Opting for Maritime Studies in NTU is one of the best decision made this far in my life."
Leon may not be born with a silver spoon in his mouth, but that did not deter him from working hard
to achieve his goals. He is determined to excel in his academia results and his career in the near
future. A self-confessed ambitious and goal-oriented person, Leon aspires to be a ship planner, a
profession which excites him greatly. He believes strongly that the Singapore maritime industry will
be able to present a sea of career opportunities and allow him to explore his ability and expertise to
the fullest. With his fervour, there is no doubt he will achieve his goal.
About Pacific Carriers Ltd
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“NTU's BSc Maritime Studies course has equipped me with the basic knowledge to begin my career in
the maritime industry. Now, I am looking forward to all the experience I can gain from being in the
Industry.”
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Jason Teo
RCL Feeder–MaritimeONE Scholarship
Bachelor of Science in Maritime Studies, NTU, Class of 2008

'Meticulous', 'competent', 'conscientious', 'mature', 'humble', are just some of the many qualities that
comes to mind when former working acquaintances of Jason recall their working experience with
him. As a diploma graduate specializing in logistics and operations, Jason has set his sights clearly – to
pursue a maritime degree. He believes that this decision would allow him to scale greater heights in
the maritime industry when he steps into the workforce. He firmly believes that he would be able to
contribute positively to his future employer and aspires to learn and apply his maritime knowledge he
has acquired in school into good use.
About RCL Feeder Pte Ltd

Koh Yong Jie
TORM–MaritimeONE Scholarship
Bachelor of Science in Maritime Studies, NTU, Class of 2006
“Two of the key reasons that attract me to the maritime industry are its diverse and international
nature. The MaritimeONE scholarship has provided me with opportunities to study and work abroad. I
believe the overseas stints would be very beneficial for my future career in the maritime industry.” –
Yong Jie
It has always been the ambition of Yong Jie to experience life onboard a ship from a tender
age. Therefore, it came as no surprise to his family and friends when Yong Jie enrolled himself for the
‘Bachelor of Science in Maritime Studies’ course in Nanyang Technological University upon receiving
his ‘A’ level results. - The diversity and vibrancy of the maritime industry excites him. He is waiting in
anticipation to work alongside with maritime professionals from different parts of the world. Yong Jie
is particularly keen to venture into the shipbroking, ship financing, ship planning and port
management sectors. He hopes to play an active role in the maritime industry to contribute to
Singapore’s vision to be the leading International Maritime Centre.
About TORM Singapore Pte Ltd
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"I believe each and every individual is important and critical in the maritime industry, and I'm
honoured to have the opportunity to pursue my education in Maritime Studies with the RCL
Feeder scholarship."
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Amanda Lee
“K” Line–MaritimeONE Scholarship
Bachelor of Science in Maritime Studies with Business Major, NTU, Class of 2008

Though Amanda is new to the maritime industry, she is no stranger to the dynamism and the
importance of the Singapore maritime industry. She believes that there are ample career
opportunities and career advancements are bountiful if one is willing to work hard. Amanda is
impressed by the numerous accolades and achievements that the local maritime industry has
achieved and the credible reputation it has established over time. Inspired by these achievements,
she hopes to be able to play an active role in this vital industry. Amanda values every learning
opportunity that comes her way and firmly believes that a career in the maritime industry would
realize her aspiration to learn and grow on the hob, thereby broadening her horizon.
About “K” Line Pte Ltd

Chie Khang Ning
Keppel–MaritimeONE Scholarship
Bachelor of Science in Maritime Studies with Business Major, NTU, Class of 2008

“Want to have a fulfilling and exciting career? Join the maritime industry, where you get to
feel the world's heartbeat!”
Khang Ning is a young girl with a big heart. She is an active volunteer and dedicates a significant part
of her time to community work and helping the underprivileged. Besides good academic results,
Khang Ning also has a natural flair for writing and has completed stints in the Singapore Press
Holdings. She looks forward to working in fast-paced environment that offers ample learning
opportunities and global exposure. She believes that the maritime industry is the right move
forward. She yearns to join the maritime industry upon completion of her studies and hopes to play
her part to make Singapore a leading International Maritime Centre.
About Keppel Offshore & Marine Ltd
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“I am thrilled to embark on the exciting Maritime Studies programme which would prepare
me for the diversity in the maritime industry.”
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Lin Shimin
NOL–MaritimeONE Scholarship
Bachelor of Science in Maritime Studies with Business Major, NTU, Class of 2008

Mention Shimin’s name and the teachers who have taught her previously would have lots to
share. She was the apple in her teachers’ eyes, with excellent academic records and an affable
nature. Her kindness and compassion shines, with her volunteering at YMCA to help with the
intellectually disabled people Though young, Shimin is matured and has a clear vision of her ideal
career path which steers her decision in signing up for the Bachelor of Science in Maritime Studies
course. She strongly believes that the maritime industry is the right industry for her to enter and
advance her career. She is determined to carve her life-long career in the maritime industry and
contribute her part in this global maritime business.
About Neptune Orient Lines Ltd

Huang Yuling
PIL–MaritimeONE Scholarship
Bachelor of Science in Maritime Studies with Business Major, NTU, Class of 2008
“I believe that the global nature of the maritime industry will allow me to work with people from
different cultures and backgrounds and this would help me to gain a better understanding of the
world.”
Many people were surprised by Yuling‘s decision to study a course in Maritime Studies. They had
many misconceptions about the maritime industry as one that is backward and labourintensive. However, their opinions did not deter her from being true to herself and her passion. She
has a clear understanding of the importance of the Singapore maritime industry, and how it has
shaped Singapore’s past and present economy. Yuling recognizes the strong growth that the
Singapore maritime industry has achieved in recent years is confident that the industry is poised to
further excel in the years to come. She is passionate about pursuing a maritime career and is
determined to make it her long-term career.
About Pacific International Lines (Pte) Ltd
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"The maritime industry is an industry with so much diversity. I know that I would be able to discover
plenty of opportunities in the industry. I believe that the maritime industry will definitely be an
industry that I can grow with and be worth my dedication in the next few years to come."
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Adrian Lin
SMA–MaritimeONE Scholarship
Bachelor of Science in Maritime Studies with Business Major, NTU, Class of 2008

Adrian is not your normal straight ‘A’ student. However, his hard work was evident during his
polytechnic days. His striking results during his course at Singapore Maritime Academy (SMA),
Singapore Polytechnic earned him a scholarship with SMA. His entry into the maritime sector was not
a planned occurrence. He learnt about the diversity of the industry through a friend’s father. Indeed,
undertaking this course has broadened Adrian’s horizons and drove him to uncover the precious
knowledge the maritime industry has to offer.
About Singapore Maritime Academy, Singapore Polytechnic

Cheong Yan Guo
LRET–MaritimeONE Scholarship
Bachelor of Engineering in Naval Architecture with Specialisation in Marine Engineering, Newcastle
University with NP and SP, Class of 2008
"Whether in education, or in the field of ship repairs – if you believe in yourself; believe that you can
perform and achieve to be the best you can be, nothing can ever stop you from attaining the goals you
have set for yourself!"
Yan Guo’s enthusiasm in the maritime industry can hardly be suppressed. His motivation is driven by
his love for nature’s creation – the beautiful and amazing oceans. He is also very much intrigued by
the working principles of the machinery and the engineering of vessels. To him, he feels that the
maritime industry – is almost akin to a misunderstood child, and people do not understand the actual
workings of the industry and some have negative stereotypical views of the industry. But Yan Guo has
set his mind to be a leading maritime engineer in Singapore. He hopes to contribute to Singapore’s
marine trade growth in his own way and watch over the safety and condition of our fleet.
About Lloyd’s Register Educational Trust
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“Pursuing a degree in Maritime Studies with Business Major came as a natural choice to me after
getting my diploma. I believe that majoring in these two majors can aid me greatly in achieving my
ultimate dream career in years to come! For this, I really thank SMA and SMF for providing me this
opportunity to strive on further in the maritime industry!”
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Khine Lin Zaw
SMA–MaritimeONE Scholarship
Bachelor of Engineering in Naval Architecture with Specialisation in Offshore Engineering, Newcastle
University with NP and SP, Class of 2008

Khine Lin Zaw is the only non-Singaporean candidate among the 2008 MaritimeONE scholars. Happily
married, the young man has set his mind to be a captain of the sea, just like his father. Since young,
Lin Zaw has been fascinated by ships. His passion for seafaring led him to Singapore where he pursued
the Diploma in Marine Engineering at Singapore Polytechnic. He managed to secure a job as Assistant
Engineer with American Eagle Tankers upon graduation. Currently, he works at Keppel FELS as a
Commissioning Engineer and has obtained permanent residency here. He looks forward to
contributing further to the vibrant Singapore maritime scene.
About Singapore Maritime Academy, Singapore Polytechnic

Tan Hwee Lin
SMA–MaritimeONE Scholarship
Bachelor of Maritime Operations, SMA and MIWB, Class of 2008
“Despite having a lot of potential in the maritime industry in the years to come, not many
have perceived the maritime industry as a growing industry. I hope more people will become more
aware of the importance of our maritime industry and I look forward to contributing to the propulsion
of the Singapore maritime scene in future.”
Although Hwee Lin has harboured dreams of becoming an engineer when young, he was lured by the
dynamic maritime sector and changed his vision to work towards the goal of becoming a ship captain.
Hwee Lin is perhaps the most qualified among the whole cohort of scholarship recipients to vouch for
nd
the vibrancy of the maritime industry. He is currently the 2 Officer in shipboard operations with the
American Eagle Tanker Pte Ltd and has been working in the maritime industry for the past five years.
Hwee Lin possesses a positive working attitude and an eager mind to learn. Pursuing the Bachelor of
Maritime Operations seems like the natural progression. With fierce competition from many young
applicants also vying for the same scholarship, receiving the award has been a pleasant surprise.
About Singapore Maritime Academy, Singapore Polytechnic
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“I’m in awe of the vibrancy and growth of the Singapore maritime industry. I am really happy to
receive the SMA–MaritimeONE scholarship as this would definitely bring me closer to my dream to
become a Sea Captain.”

